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part i. ostentatious opulent cities and primordial aspirations two films that deal
with male side of female bodies, or female side of male bodies. while the former

film speak as the “third body” of the city, the latter is about the “body” that
remembers itself as an entire body, of whatever gender. the former film shows
how the new urban order enforces patriarchal desires and benefits from them,

especially in the context of male–female relationships, while the latter film shows
how the female body is collectively able to remember itself to be an entire body,
as a whole. the films are influenced by the historical political events in lebanon,
especially the cedar revolution of 2005 and 2006. the first film is narrated by a
female character who goes on a trip of observation. she walks in the streets of
the city and finds herself helpless in the situation of looking at the beauty of a
complex city, while the second film documents the collective memory of city

women. while this may seem like a straightforward route to where culture and
power are located, the films question the process in which we negotiate between
nature and power, and the relationship between authenticity and representation.
in “beirut,” a massive city where fields and mountains fill a plot of land that is as

wide as the number of fingers it takes to count all of them. the walls and the
homes come together, and it is as if a spectator is surrounded by a city that

becomes a city again. this city is known by its residents as a place of topography
and imagination, and it is where a man lives as if in paradise. however, time and

historical events have taken away something that is substantial: collective
memory. in the second film, “the body of the city,” we find ourselves in a

museum. in one of the display cases, we find hundreds of bodies that form a
collective body. it represents the city. 5ec8ef588b
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